
Scattergories 3 

Questions by Will Nediger and Jaimie Carlson 

Round 3 

1. A shot of one of these objects falling is reenacted in Steve McQueen’s short Deadpan. One of 

these objects avoids destruction when an oncoming train passes on a neighboring track, but is 

promptly destroyed by a train coming from the other direction, at the end of the short One Week. 

William Canfield Jr. sets up a complicated system of ropes to ram the Stonewall Jackson into one of 

these objects, saving his father from drowning. One of these objects is the centerpiece of the most 

famous shot from a sequence in which a (*) cyclone endangers the ships of John James King and his rival, 

who is the protagonist’s father. For 10 points, a gag from Steamboat Bill, Jr. shows what object falling on 

Buster Keaton, who survives because he happens to be standing right in the trajectory of an open window? 

ANSWER: buildings [or houses; accept jails or prisons; accept the façade or wall of a house] 

<WN> 

2. Description acceptable. In a play with this distinctive property, a character asks the audience to 

say that “you saw someone who was trying” and bitterly reminisces about the death of his dog. In a 

play with this property, a character says “Never knew such silence. The earth might be uninhabited” 

when reminiscing about a sexual experience in a boat. Another play with this property is based on 

the author’s conversations with Charlotte von (*) Mahlsdorf, a transgender woman who survived Nazi 

and Communist rule in Germany. This property is shared by the plays Thom Pain (based on nothing) and I Am 

My Own Wife. A character in a play with this property concludes “Perhaps my best years are gone… but I 

wouldn’t want them back” and is entertained by the word “spool” as he listens to himself at ages 39 and 20. 

For 10 points, name this distinctive property of Samuel Beckett’s Krapp’s Last Tape. 

ANSWER: one-person plays [or one-woman plays; or one-man plays; or monologues; or any description 

indicating plays featuring only one individual] 

<JC> 

3. In 2018, a tourist in Portugal was accidentally injured by Descent into Limbo, an artwork very 

frequently compared to one of these things. A notable India ink drawing of one of these things was 

created by Jean-Pierre Luminet. Eugénie von Tunzelmann wrote a new type of ray tracer to generate 

an image of one of these things for a film. That image of one of these things created with the help of 

the company Double Negative was originally more colorful, and asymmetric, but was made less 

realistic and given added lens flare. An image of one of these things was accompanied by a viral 

picture of a (*) woman with her hands in front of her mouth looking excitedly at a computer. Kip Thorne 

helped develop a realistic model for a computer-generated image of one of these things in Interstellar. Katie 

Bouman processed an image of one of these things which shows an orange ring on a black background. For 

10 points, name these things, one of which was imaged for the first time in April 2019 by the Event Horizon 

Telescope. 

ANSWER: black holes [accept bottomless pits before “Luminet,” because Descent into Limbo, an 8-foot-deep 

Vantablack-painted pit in a museum floor created by Anish Kapoor, is sometimes also compared to a 

bottomless pit] 

<JC> 

 



4. A conceptual artwork installed at one of these locations in St. Paul nearly had its funding 

withdrawn by the NEA chairman John Frohnmayer, who argued that it was science, not art; that Mel 

Chin artwork is called Revival Field. Agnes Denes planted a two-acre wheatfield in one of these 

locations for an environmental installation called Wheatfield, a Confrontation. A Lucy Walker 

documentary shows a worker at one of these locations named Sebastião [sih-bosh-tee-OW] 

recreating The Death of Marat for an artist who often collaborates with the (*) catadores at the Jardim 

Gramacho [zhar-JEEM grah-MAH-choo], one of these locations in Brazil. That artist is named Vik Muniz. 

“Maintenance artist” Mierle Laderman Ukeles is one of the artists who have worked on a 30-year-long 

reclamation project which will turn a former location of this type on Staten Island into Freshkills Park. For 10 

points, name these locations where “waste pickers” often work. 

ANSWER: landfills [or garbage dumps] 

<WN> 

5. This line of poetry appears at the very end of the closing credits of Children of Men. This line is 

preceded by three words which, earlier in the poem, introduce lines like “I have heard the key turn 

in the door once and turn once only” and “The boat responded gaily, to the hand expert with sail 

and oar.” The three words preceding this line were translated by the poet as (*) “give, sympathise, 

control.” This line follows a stanza including lines like “These fragments I have shored against my ruins” and 

“Hieronymo’s mad againe.” A footnote remarks that “the Peace which passeth understanding” is a “feeble 

translation” of this line’s content. For 10 points, identify this final line of T. S. Eliot’s The Waste Land, 

consisting of three repetitions of a Sanskrit word. 

ANSWER: shantih shantih shantih 

<WN> 

6. This quality titles an analysis of Wassily Kandinsky’s art by Michel Henry, whose phenomenology 

links this quality with a mode of manifestation he calls “interiority.” This is the second title concept 

of a book whose final chapter, “The Intertwining—The Chiasm” [KIE-azm], describes how the 

body is both sensible and sentient during self-touch. Anthony Flew developed a parable originally 

devised by John Wisdom which analogizes God to a (*) gardener with this quality. This is the second title 

concept of Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s [“mare-LOW pawn-TEASE”] final, incomplete book. In Book 2 of the 

Republic, Glaucon argues that morality is a social construction using the example of an object which imparts 

this quality; that object is the ring of Gyges. For 10 points, atheists often mock theism with the example of a 

“pink unicorn” with what quality? 

ANSWER: invisibility [or being invisible; accept Seeing the Invisible or The Visible and the Invisible] 

<WN> 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7. A musician with this surname inspired a series of paintings created between 1977 and 1989 by 

Jacques Benoit. A painter with this surname was inspired by Van Gogh’s Wheatfield with Crows to 

paint No Birds, and is also known for her abstract paintings of sunflowers. That painter with this 

surname was inspired by a linden tree in front of her home in Vetheuil [veh-TOY], France, to paint 

Tilleul [tee-YULL]. An artist with this surname painted a self-portrait in which she wears a green 

jacket and holds a (*) cigarette in her right hand, which rests against her head as she leans on a table with a 

glass of red liquid on it. A musician with this surname painted the self-portraits on the covers of her albums 

Clouds and Both Sides Now. For 10 points, identify this surname shared by the abstraction expressionist painter 

Joan and the Canadian folk musician/painter Joni. 

ANSWER: Mitchell [accept Joan Mitchell or Joni Mitchell] 

<WN> 

8. A section of Jonathan Swift’s On Poetry: A Rhapsody compares the relationship between these 

animals to the relationship between “every poet” and “him that comes behind.” Augustus De 

Morgan wrote a poem about these animals titled for the order to which they belong. Strickland 

Gillilan’s “Lines on the Antiquity of Microbes” is sometimes named after these animals. A poem 

named after this animal describes how the speaker and the addressee are (*) “cloister’d in these living 

walls of jet.” One of these animals “is you and I, and this our marriage bed, and marriage temple is” 

according to a poem whose speaker points out that this animal “suck’d me first, and now sucks thee.” For 10 

points, name this type of insect that titles a poem by John Donne. 

ANSWER: fleas [or Siphonaptera] 

<WN> 

9. This place was described as “a country with elastic borders that each visitor can draw for himself” 

in a florid guide published annually until 1932. This place is described as a “child of the First War, 

forgotten by the Second” at the beginning of a 1973 BBC documentary about it narrated by John 

Betjeman. In Evelyn Waugh’s Decline and Fall, Margot Beste-Chetwynde marries a viscount named 

after this place, reappearing as a lady named after this place in some of Waugh’s later novels. In a 

1980 novel named after this place, Christopher (*) Lloyd grows up to be a member of the suburban 

middle-class which he had despised in his youth. For 10 points, identify this name for the suburban area 

outside of London served by the Metropolitan Railway in the early 20th century, after which a Julian Barnes 

novel is named. 

ANSWER: Metro-land 

<WN> 

10. A book whose title has this unusual property is subtitled “Theorizing Coalition Against Multiple 

Oppressions” and collects some of the essays of the feminist thinker María Lugones. In a children’s 

book whose title has this property, Prietita befriends Joaquín, a boy from the other side of the river. 

A book whose title has this property includes a poem describing a journey of “five days packed in 

the back of a pickup, boarded up tight” in which one person “smothered to death on the way here.” 

That book, which discusses language in the chapter “How to (*) Tame a Wild Tongue,” opens with the 

section “The Homeland, Aztlán,” and is subtitled “The New Mestiza.” For 10 points, identify this property of 

the title of the most famous book by Gloria Anzaldúa, which is named after borderlands. 

ANSWER: the title is in both English and Spanish [prompt on bilingual or similar answers by asking “In 

what two languages?”; prompt on “there’s a slash in the title”] 

<WN> 



11. According to Gwar lore, a drummer whose name ends with this word died when he bathed in 

hydrochloric acid, thinking it would have the same effect as LSD. An album whose title ends with 

this word opens with a track co-written by the sci-fi author Michael Moorcock about the sword 

Stormbringer, entitled “Black Blade.” This adjective describes a “Cultösaurus” in the title of a Blue 

Öyster Cult album. An album whose title ends with this word honors the alto saxophonist (*) Jackie 

McLean on the track “Profile of Jackie” and opens with a track depicting a creature who “preach[es] his 

superiority over the mammals still in a prone position” after he learns to walk upright. For 10 points, name 

this word which follows Pithecanthropus in the title of a Charles Mingus album. 

ANSWER: Erectus [accept Cultösaurus Erectus or Nippleus Erectus or Pithecanthropus Erectus] 

<WN> 

12. In one work, corn, wind, and fire are said to symbolize these entities. Ralph Turner and Lewis 

Killian developed emergent norm theory to account for evolving standards in these things. Neil 

Smelsner argued that these things can become active when conditions including “structural 

conduciveness” and “structural strain” are met. One book about these things divides them into 

baiting, flight, prohibition, reversal, and feast types, while Herbert Blumer classified them into 

casual, conventional, expressive, and (*) acting varieties. Reuel Denney and Nathan Glazer collaborated 

on a book named for these entities which divides people into tradition-directed, inner-directed, and other-

directed types. One work claims these entities are created by “the discharge” and begins with an essay on “the 

fear of being touched.” A book by David Riesman is titled for a “lonely” one of these entities. For 10 points, 

name these groups which are paired with “power” in a book by Elias Canetti.  

ANSWER: crowds 

<JC> 

13. A 1986 short named after one of these things consists of still photographs of the director’s mother 

set to a piano score by Käbi Laretei. In a 1976 film named after these things, a dreamlike encounter 

with a one-eyed lady drives the psychiatrist Jenny to attempt suicide. The original-language title of 

the 1958 film The Magician, in which Max von Sydow plays a traveling magician, refers to one of 

these things. A director who called this thing “the great subject of the cinema” shot a scene in which 

a boy with (*) glasses places his hand on a screen showing one of these things. Two of these things are 

combined into a composite image during the second repetition of a monologue describing Elisabet’s failed 

attempt to induce an abortion. For 10 points, the duality of Elisabet and her nurse Alma in Ingmar Bergman’s 

Persona is suggested by recurring images of what body parts overlapping? 

ANSWER: faces [or ansikten; accept Karin’s Face or Karins ansikte or Face to Face or Ansikte mot ansikte or 

Ansiktet] 

<WN> 

 

 

 

 

 



14. This book’s final section ends by comparing its subject to the quest of a woman named 

Germaine Berne, after a thought experiment in which the Persian queen Atossa is transported 

through time until the year 2050. A chapter of this book describes the thirteen “mountains” 

discovered by Bert Vogelstein. This book opens by introducing a woman named Carla Reed, and 

returns to her story periodically over its course. Much of this book’s section “An Impatient War” 

chronicles the efforts of Mary Lasker and Sidney (*) Farber. This book’s subject is described as “a 

distorted version of our normal selves” in a section recounting Howard Temin’s research on src [“sark”], 

Knudson’s two-hit hypothesis, and Weinberg and Hanahan’s theories of the “hallmarks” of this book’s 

subject, including evasion of programmed cell death and tissue invasion and metastasis. For 10 points, name 

this Pulitzer-winning “biography of cancer” by Siddhartha Mukherjee. 

ANSWER: The Emperor of All Maladies 

<WN> 

15. A novel named after this action begins with a poem ending “that was rat poison I left in your Old 

Crow,” written by Raven Quickskill to Arthur Swille; that novel is by Ishmael Reed. While vacillating 

about whether to undertake this action, the narrator rents a cabin from Elroy Berdahl at a fishing 

resort in the story “On the Rainy River” from The Things They Carried. The full title of Josiah (*) 

Henson’s most famous work references Henson’s performance of this action. Two characters manage to 

perform this action with their son Harry before traveling to France, having earlier been thwarted in their 

attempt to perform this action by Tom Loker. For 10 points, name this action which Eliza and George Harris 

ultimately manage to perform in Uncle Tom’s Cabin. 

ANSWER: fleeing to Canada [or escaping to Canada or other clear equivalents; accept Flight to Canada; 

prompt on answers like “escaping slavery” and “dodging the draft” by asking “By going where?”] 

<WN> 

16. A composition honoring members of this profession includes a litany of dozens and dozens of 

people with the first name “John” and one-syllable last names in its first movement, “Foundation.” 

That Julia Wolfe oratorio about this profession won the 2015 Pulitzer Prize for Music. A song 

narrated by a member of this profession recalls being “born one morning when the sun didn’t shine” 

and notes that “some people say a man is made out of mud, a poor man’s made out of (*) muscle and 

blood.” Florence Reece wrote the classic union song “Which Side Are You On?” during a strike in this 

industry. The narrator of a song about this industry complains about getting “another day older and deeper 

and debt,” and laments that “I owe my soul to the company store.” That song written by Merle Travis is 

called “Sixteen Tons.” For 10 points, Loretta Lynn’s signature song is about the daughter of a member of 

what profession? 

ANSWER: coal mining 

<WN> 

 

 

 

 



17. This modern French adjective is cognate with the name of a genre of troubadour poetry 

complaining about a lady’s behavior, often combined with the similar comiat. This French adjective 

appears in the title of a book which emphasizes the importance of getting rid of “excess energy” and 

which presents a theory of “general economy”; that book is by Georges Bataille [bah-“TIE”]. An 

1884 book with this adjective in the title includes studies of authors like Tristan Corbière and the 

pseudonymous (*) “Pauvre Lélian” [pohv lay-lee-AH]. The prototypical examples of writers described by 

this adjective are Charles Baudelaire, Arthur Rimbaud, and Paul Verlaine. For 10 points, name this adjective 

used to describe poètes [poh-ET] who are considered outcasts of mainstream society, which literally means 

“accursed” or “damned.” 

ANSWER: maudits [or maudite] (“Pauvre Lélian” is an anagram of “Paul Verlaine.”) 

<WN> 

18. In an interview with Arthur Carr, an artist revealed that his mother’s last word was the word for 

this activity. Philip Johnson commissioned that artist to make a sign with the word for this activity 

for the 1964 World’s Fair in New York, but the sign was soon turned off because people took it 

literally. The word for this activity intersects itself at the top of a black diamond which also contains 

the words “JACK” and “JUKE” in the painting The (*) American Dream #2. It’s not sleeping, but the 

appearance of a cat briefly spices up a 1963 Andy Warhol film that otherwise just consists of 45 minutes of an 

artist performing this activity. A pop artist often paired the word for this activity with the word “DIE.” For 

10 points, name this three-letter verb often seen in the artworks of Robert Indiana. 

ANSWER: eating 

<WN> 

19. While in this location, the protagonist argues that there is no humanity in the poem The Love of 

a Blackmailer for a Fallen Woman, angering the poem’s author, Penkin. While in this location, the 

protagonist recalls the opening of a much-dreaded letter which turns out to be a simple request for a 

beer recipe; that recollection is part of a chapter in which the protagonist remembers his idyllic 

pastoral childhood. After leaving this location, the protagonist falls in love with (*) Olga because of 

the way she sings the aria “Casta diva.” The servant Zakhar tries in vain to get the protagonist to leave this 

location, which he does at the end of Part 1 thanks to a visit from his friend Andrey Stoltz. For 10 points, 

name this location where the indolent protagonist of an Ivan Goncharov novel spends much of his time. 

ANSWER: Oblomov’s bedroom 

<WN> 

20. George Bernard Shaw coined a portmanteau based on this author’s name to refer to plays that are 

elegantly structured but lack moral seriousness. The owner of the Maison Maire changed the name 

of a dish invented there by Auguste Escoffier due to the popularity of one of this author’s plays. 

Because this author was in New Orleans when the dish was invented, a dish made with Hollandaise, 

creamed spinach, artichoke bottoms, and poached (*) eggs is named after him. Lobster Thermidor is 

named after a play by this author. In a play by this author, a princess with the last name Romazov, played by 

Sarah Bernhardt, wore a soft-brimmed hat, which is why that hat is called a fedora. For 10 points, name this 

French author who, along with Eugène Scribe, pioneered the well-made play, and who wrote the play on 

which Tosca is based. 

ANSWER: Victorien Sardou (The word coined by Shaw is “sardoodledom.”) 

<WN> 



21. A poem about this unusual physical feature, which notes that “they didn’t understand the 

powerful memory of ghosts,” was written by Lucille Clifton. In The Brothers Karamazov, Grigory 

Kutuzov calls his son a “dragon” and a “confusion of nature” because he has this feature. In The 

Chrysalids, Sophie hides the fact that she has this physical feature. A pundit prophesies that this 

feature will cause a character to “eat up his mother and father” and warns him to stay away from (*) 

water, a prophecy that is fulfilled when his father drowns trying to save him. That happens to the title 

character of A House for Mr Biswas. The cats kept by Ernest Hemingway had this unusual physical property. 

For 10 points, name this most distinctive physical feature of Count Tyrone Rugen, who killed the father of 

the fencing master Inigo Montoya in The Princess Bride. 

ANSWER: polydactyly [or having extra fingers; or having extra toes; accept having six fingers on one 

hand; accept clear equivalents] 

<WN> 

22. A novel with this adjective in the title includes a scene in which Owen illustrates the theory of 

surplus value, which he calls the Great Money Trick, by making his coworkers slice up pieces of 

bread. A novel with this adjective in the title was published with the subtitle “Being the story of 

twelve months in Hell, told by one of the damned, and written down by Robert Tressell”; that classic 

of working-class literature uses this adjective to describe the (*) trousers of the title philanthropists. The 

protagonist of a novel with this adjective in the title is a former bootblack who, after saving James Rockwell’s 

son from drowning, renames himself “Richard Hunter, Esq.” For 10 points, name this adjective which 

describes Dick in the title of a Horatio Alger novel. 

ANSWER: ragged [or ragged-trousered] 

<WN> 

23. The Mexican anthropologist Santiago Genovés selected subjects based on hotness for a bonkers 

three-month-long experiment which used one of these objects to investigate the relationship 

between sex and violence. William Willis tried to convince his wife that, while using one of these 

objects nicknamed the “Seven Little Sisters,” he would be able to communicate with her 

telepathically. An experiment using one of these objects was recreated by people like Vital Alsar, 

Éric de Bisschop, and Torgeir Higraff, the last of whom used one called (*) Tangaroa. One of these 

objects was used by people like Herman Watzinger and Bengt Danielsson, was named after an epithet for the 

sun god Viracocha, and was constructed in Callao, Peru by a scholar who believed that Polynesia could have 

been settled by South Americans. For 10 points, Thor Heyerdahl [toor “HIGHER-doll”] built what type of 

vessel called the Kon-Tiki to sail across the Pacific? 

ANSWER: rafts 

<WN> 

 

 

 

 

 



24. A form of “vocal theater” named after this art form is practiced by an artist with the stage name 

Edoheart, who is descended from the royal family of the Kingdom of Benin. The first performance in 

this art form took place in 1959 and ended with a live chicken being held between the legs of one of 

the performers, which the audience mistakenly thought had been smothered to death. That 

performance was called Forbidden Colors. The name of this art form is often translated as “dance of 

darkness.” The cover of (*) Antony and the Johnsons’ album The Crying Light features a photograph of a 

practitioner of this art form, Kazuo Ohno. For 10 points, name this form of Japanese dance whose 

performers wear white makeup and move extremely slowly. 

ANSWER: butoh [or ankoku butoh; accept dance of darkness before “darkness”] 

<WN> 

TB. Examples of these things include “weak neutral currents” and “the rate of neutrino emission 

from the sun,” according to a paper by Bogen and Woodward which distinguishes these things from 

“data.” A principle concerning these things was popularized in the 20th century by Pierre Duhem 

[dyoo-EM], who argued that the Greek astronomers adhered to that principle in an essay on 

“physical theory from Plato to Galileo.” In a chapter of Martha Nussbaum’s The Fragility of 

Goodness about Aristotle’s (*) anti-Platonic idea that these things should be the basis of philosophical 

theorizing, the Greek word for these things is translated as “appearances.” For 10 points, the idea that 

theories should help to explain the way things seem to be is known as “saving” what things, which Kant 

contrasted with noumena [NOO-muh-nuh]? 

ANSWER: phenomena [or phainomena; accept saving the phenomena; prompt on appearances before 

“appearances”] 

<WN> 


